NANOG 41 Community Meeting

Betty Burke
NANOG Project Manager
bburke@merit.edu
NANOG 41 Host
Contributors

• **ARIN** provided funding to help support the meeting broadcasts and archives.
• **Internet2** contributed webcast support.
• **Kapela & Associates** contributed network support for the meeting.
• **The Measurement Factory** set up DNS, DHCP, IPsec, the Squid cache, and other services.

- Special Thanks to **Matt Peterson** for help with video set-up.
Break Sponsors

XKL

Routing Assets Database
Beer ‘n Gear Sponsors

Alcatel-Lucent

Arbor Networks

Cisco

Foundry Networks

Juniper Networks

OPNET

Transmode

Merit Network: established in 1966 and managing NANOG since 1994
Update

Merit Network Team On-Site
   Carol, Gayle, David, Jason, Larry, Sue, Valerie, Betty
Importance of NANOG Elections
Importance of Survey
NANOG40 Stats

Attendance Information

329    Paid
80     Waived (Host, Sponsors, Presenters, Merit On-Site Staff)
 7     Students
17   Countries Represented
NANOG 40 – Bellevue 07

Beginning Balance $232,571.81

- Revenue $261,273.32
- Expenses $285,148.79
  - Salary $92,830.47
  - Non-Salary $192,318.32
    - Equipment $1,012.80
    - Supplies $20,402.52
    - Merit Staff Travel $13,182.22
    - Hosting $135,068.88
    - G&A/Systems Overhead $22,651.90

- Per Meeting Balance ($23,875.47)
What’s next

- New SC Members
- New PC Members
- Agenda Planning for February 08
Future Meeting Sites

Confirmed – San Jose, Host CRG West
NANOG 42 February 17-20, 2008

Negotiating - TENTATIVE
NANOG 43 June 1-4, 2008

Tentative
NANOG 44 October 12-14, 2008